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Quattro has been at the forefront of Educational Architecture and Design for

over 30 years; we understand the crucial and wonderful role School Architecture

can play in shaping the lives of future generations.

Our specialist team of Education Architects has considerable experience in

delivering highly successful, innovative and sustainable school building designs

and solutions for all sectors including, Early Years, Nursery, Primary, Secondary,

Special Needs (SEN), Further and Higher Education as well as the Independent

School sector.

With our sector-wide expertise, comprehensive suite of specialist services,

design skills, technical expertise and collaborative approach, Quattro provides a

one-stop-shop for Educational Architecture.

Quattro’s Sustainable Education Design &

Architectural Expertise:

We are Technical & Design Advisor to the Department for Education on

New School Design, Special Needs schools SEMH, Passivhaus Design and

Passivhaus Plus + pathfinder projects.

We are committed to, and involved in, achieving the next generation of Net

Zero Carbon schools and have been committed to Sustainable Design

since inception in 1984.

Quattro’s certified Passivhaus Designers are in-house and are led by our

Director of Education - Mike Court who is Passivhaus accredited.

We use Modern Methods of Construction (MMC) including Modular Units

for rapid, sustainable and viable design solutions.

We undertake research into Wellbeing in school environments alongside

the promotion of Physical fitness.

Our associated specialisms in Landscaping and Historic Conservation

mean we are well placed to develop successful projects in sensitive

settings.

We help to secure central government funding for Local Authorities

through PSPB Local Delivery Funding.

We support Academies through the (CIF) Condition Improvement Funding

opportunities and have secured over £20M for the 14 Academies we have

worked with over recent years.

Sensitively designed environments can foster and nurture individual identities,

facilitating and propelling pupils’ ambitions, encouraging them to become

confident, responsible, happy and healthy adults.

As Educational Architects, we play an important and active role in the development of

future minds; it is this belief that underpins every Quattro Educational Design.

Alderman Knight Special School - Case study

Alderman Knight is a well-established Special School for children aged 4-16 with

MALD, complex needs and ASD. Many pupils are autistic, and all have needs in

the area of communication and interaction.

Quattro was appointed to radically transform and significantly extend and

improve the school to meet the high demand for SEND support in

Gloucestershire.

“The classrooms are bright, light, calming, and simply inspiring, the outside

environment is fun, safe but exciting. The curves and the roof lights including our

superb entrance, helps make it feel welcoming and the wonderful ethos of our school

that makes us special has simply been enhanced by our transformation.”

Clare Steel, Headteacher

Alderman Knight School, Tewkesbury

By creating a phasing plan to ensure pupils moved as few times as possible,

critical works were scheduled during school holidays. Disruption was therefore

kept to a minimum making both the design and construction phase a positive

learning experience for students.

A large single drop off route to safeguard and manage the arrival of taxis and

mini buses during busy times was established and proved a great success.

Extensive consultation with students, staff, governors, parents and other

stakeholders throughout the design established a shared vision which benefited

from the resulting proposals.

Existing Building Refurbished - 1205m2

New Extension Phase 1 - 1523m2

This design has been an outstanding success and the school has since been

recognised for its technical and design excellence.

“Without doubt the final building is simply stunning! Not only is it visually breath-

taking, physically it provides a learning environment that is as near perfect as we could

have hoped for!”

Clare Steel, Headteacher

Alderman Knight School, Tewkesbury

Modern Methods of Construction (MMC)

The modular construction process is revolutionising how we build. Minimising

disruption to live Educational sites is critical. By choosing modular, the

construction process can take place alongside site and foundations work without

the worry of weather delays. 

Add to this a more Covid-safe and rapid process, with attractive, bespoke and

flexible eco-friendly design options, it’s easy to see why MMC is becoming an in

increasingly popular option for Sustainable Education Design.

A world away from the bleak anonymity of post-war prefab construction,

modular design today provides striking, sustainable, colourful solutions

increasing capacity whilst decreasing carbon footprint. The MMC design &

construction process is precise and able to achieve high levels of environmental

performance in a controlled factory setting. 

From off-site construction to precision design and quality; MMC can be an

affordable, speedy and logistically flexible design solution and with delivery

unaffected by the skills shortage, it’s easy to see why modular construction is an

attractive, exciting and viable option in the right circumstances.

Looking ahead, the benefits of MMC increase - as schools expand, modular units can be

added to well-designed schemes with less disruption than traditional routes, ensuring

schemes are future proofed with a deliberate additive design approach that works.

We have in-house Passivhaus Designer (Also known as

Passive House) Certification, at Quattro and also work

with external Passivhaus consultants to ensure we can

provide the best quality and most up-to-date service.

Read more

Have a project in mind? Contact Quattro’s Education Architects today for our

state-of-the-art school design solutions
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